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A. Option A 
B. Option B 
C. Option C 
D. Option D 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 345 
DRAG DROP 
Refer to the exhibit. An engineer is required to verify that the network parameters are valid for the 
users wireless LAN connectivity on a /24 subnet. Drag and drop the values from the left onto the 
network parameters on the right. Not all values are used. 
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Correct Answer: 

 
 
 
QUESTION 346 
A network administrator needs to aggregate 4 ports into a single logical link which must negotiate 
layer 2 connectivity to ports on another switch. What must be configured when using active mode 
on both sides of the connection? 
 
A. 802.1q trunks 
B. Cisco vPC 
C. LLDP 
D. LACP 
Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 347 
Which two QoS tools provides congestion management? ( Choose two) 
 
A. CAR 
B. CBWFQ 
C. PQ 
D. PBR 
E. FRTS 
 
Correct Answer: BC 
Explanation: 
Type of queuing methods are available: 
 

First-In-First-Out (FIFO) 
Priority Queuing (PQ) 
Custom Queuing (CQ) 
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) 
Class-Based Weighted Fair Queuing (CBWFQ) 
Low-Latency Queuing (LLQ) 

 
https://www.orbit-computer-solutions.com/qos-congestion-management-tools/ 
 
 
QUESTION 348 
An organization secures its network with multi-factor authentication using an authenticator app on 
employee smartphone. How is the application secured in the case of a user's smartphone being 
lost or stolen? 
 
A. The application requires an administrator password to reactivate after a configured Interval. 
B. The application requires the user to enter a PIN before it provides the second factor. 
C. The application challenges a user by requiring an administrator password to reactivate when the 

smartphone is rebooted. 
D. The application verifies that the user is in a specific location before it provides the second factor. 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 349 
Which command must be entered to configure a DHCP relay? 
 
A. ip helper-address 
B. ip address dhcp 
C. ip dhcp pool 
D. ip dhcp relay 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 350 
What are two characteristics of a controller-based network? (Choose two) 
 
A. The administrator can make configuration updates from the CLI 
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B. It uses northbound and southbound APIs to communicate between architectural layers 
C. It moves the control plane to a central point. 
D. It decentralizes the control plane, which allows each device to make its own forwarding decisions 
E. It uses Telnet to report system issues. 
 
Correct Answer: BC 
 
 
QUESTION 351 
The SW1 interface g0/1 is in the down/down state. Which two configurations are valid reasons for 
the interface conditions?(choose two) 
 
A. There is a duplex mismatch 
B. There is a speed mismatch 
C. There is a protocol mismatch 
D. The interface is shut down 
E. The interface is error-disabled 
 
Correct Answer: BE 
 
 
QUESTION 352 
What are two benefits of using the PortFast feature? (Choose two ) 
 
A. Enabled interfaces are automatically placed in listening state 
B. Enabled interfaces come up and move to the forwarding state immediately 
C. Enabled interfaces never generate topology change notifications. 
D. Enabled interfaces that move to the learning state generate switch topology change notifications 
E. Enabled interfaces wait 50 seconds before they move to the forwarding state 
 
Correct Answer: AB 
 
 
QUESTION 353 
Refer to the exhibit. Which route does R1 select for traffic that is destined to 192 168.16.2? 
 

 
 
A. 192.168.16.0/21 
B. 192.168.16.0/24 
C. 192.168 26.0/26 
D. 192.168.16.0/27 
 
Correct Answer: D 
Explanation: 
The destination IP addresses match all four entries in the routing table but the 192.168.16.0/27 
has the longest prefix so it will be chosen. This is called the "longest prefix match" rule. 
 
 
QUESTION 354 
Which QoS tool is used to optimize voice traffic on a network that is primarily intended for data 
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traffic? 
 
A. FIFO 
B. WFQ 
C. PQ 
D. WRED 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 355 
Which design element is a best practice when deploying an 802.11b wireless infrastructure? 
 
A. disabling TPC so that access points can negotiate signal levels with their attached wireless 

devices. 
B. setting the maximum data rate to 54 Mbps on the Cisco Wireless LAN Controller 
C. allocating nonoverlapping channels to access points that are in close physical proximity to one 

another 
D. configuring access points to provide clients with a maximum of 5 Mbps 
 
Correct Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 356 
Which communication interaction takes place when a southbound API Is used? 
 
A. between the SDN controller and PCs on the network 
B. between the SON controller and switches and routers on the network 
C. between the SON controller and services and applications on the network 
D. between network applications and switches and routers on the network 
 
Correct Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 357 
What are two benefits of network automation? (Choose two) 
 
A. reduced operational costs 
B. reduced hardware footprint 
C. faster changes with more reliable results 
D. fewer network failures 
E. increased network security 
 
Correct Answer: AC 
 
 
QUESTION 358 
Refer to the exhibit. The default-information originate command is configured under the R1 OSPF 
configuration After testing workstations on VLAN 20 at Site B cannot reach a DNS server on the 
Internet Which action corrects the configuration issue? 
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